Listening Tour Summary

Sunday, September 10, 2017
Trinity Friends,
This past winter and spring, we (Scott & Meghan) undertook a “listening tour” of this
congregation. Over the course of five months, we invited all of you who were willing
to sit down with us and share your thoughts around the past, present, and future of
Trinity Mennonite Church. In the end, over the course of 14 evenings we had a chance
to engage in conversation with nearly 150 of you. We are grateful for the opportunity
to hear so many of your stories, ideas, and dreams for the church. We were blessed
and inspired by your passion for this community and by your determination to live out
your Christian faith in ways that matter!
For those who were not able to join us for an evening (or who may require a brief
recap), our conversations during this listening tour were framed around four key
questions:
•
•
•
•

Why are you at Trinity? (Why did you initially come here, and why do you stay?)
What do you need most from the church at this stage of your life and faith?
What do you believe is the mission of Trinity, as you currently see it practiced?
What is your greatest hope for Trinity in the next five years?

Many of you have expressed curiosity about what we heard in the course of all this
listening. We are offering you this document as a kind of “summary snapshot” of the
things you as a community told us.
Before you dig in, just a couple of notes to help you interpret what you’re about to
read:
(1) Not every response made by every individual is listed here. This document is
intended as a summary of the themes we heard most frequently across multiple
listening groups. Although we respect the importance of individual differences
across our congregation, we are attempting here to reflect back key values
being articulated by our community as a whole.
(2) This order in which these responses are listed IS significant. The responses
which appear first under each heading are the ones we heard most frequently
across groups. The frequency with which we heard the various responses
decreases as you move down the list.
(3) In places where we thought it might be helpful, we’ve offered notes of
clarification.
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Major Factors in the Initial Decision
to Attend Trinity
Warm welcome
A major factor in the decision at attend Trinity is that
people noticed their presence the first week they showed
up, initiated conversation, and remembered their names
the following weeks. It also mattered a lot when members
showed hospitality through personal invitations.
Anabaptist identity
Many attenders were either (a) searching self-consciously
for a church in the Anabaptist stream, or (b) drawn by
their experience of Trinity’s distinctive convictions on
Jesus, justice, peace, and community.
Strong teaching/preaching
Young adult ministries
A significant number of Trinity attenders first began
attending as young adults because there was space to
connect and grow with other young adults
Intergenerational environment
Many people who moved to Phoenix at a distance from
their family found a kind of “family away from home” at
Trinity.
Robust children’s ministry
This was a significant part of Trinity’s appeal not only to
young parents but also to people with grandchildren and
those who just enjoy the presence of children’s energy.

Reasons for Staying at Trinity Long-Term
Strong relationships and friendships
Safe space for spiritual wrestling
Both religious “seekers” and long-time believers
experience Trinity as a place where it is safe to ask
questions without fear of judgment. Many also spoke of
how much they appreciate that Trinity feels like a place
where people can talk to each across significant
theological differences.
Opportunities for mission and service
Many have found a place they believe their gifts and
talents can be used, either inside or outside the church
walls.
Teaching that challenges toward growth
Cohesive, meaningful worship

Ways You Found Out About Trinity
Personal invitations
The majority visited Trinity first when they were
personally invited by someone.
Website
Quite a few younger attenders found Trinity because they
were searching online for info about Anabaptist churches
and Trinity’s website came up.
Social media (Twitter, Facebook, etc)
Lived in the neighborhood

What You Need Most from Church at
This Stage of Life and Faith
Friendship and deep relationships that share life together
Many Life Group members identified their group as one of
the key places they are building these connections.
Solid biblical teaching that applies to daily life
Help identifying and utilizing personal skills to serve the
broader community
Strong children’s and youth programming
This was identified as a key need not only by people with
young children but also by older members, who highlighted
the visible presence of engaged youth and children as key
to their own sense of joy and well-being.
Response to current events in the nation and world
Many are looking for worship, prayer, and teaching that
gives them guidance in how to respond to global events
and that offers them a sense of hope in God’s involvement
in current affairs.
Cohesive, meaningful worship that re-centers on God

What You Currently Perceive the Mission
of Trinity to Be
Building bridges toward people being introduced to
Anabaptism for the first time (i.e. drawing non-Mennonites
who are searching for a fresh vision of Christian faith)
Discipling people in the way of Jesus
Equipping attenders to use their gifts for service that shows
Jesus’ love to the world
Nurturing Christian faith in young adults
Healing wounded evangelicals
Being a sign of hope to the world in violent times

Where You Would Like to See Trinity’s
Mission Develop Further
Evangelism
Many mentioned they would like to see Trinity not just
discipling long-time Christians but better communicating
with people on the “front end” of faith. People also
expressed a desire to get better as individuals at
witnessing to the presence of Jesus in their life.
Equipping for ministry
There was interest in seeing the church support and
resource members to follow their own calls into new forms
of ministry.
Young adults
Many referenced the impact Trinity made on their own
young adult years and articulated desire to see more
resources invested in the faith formation of youth adults,
through technology, social events, and other means.
Resourcing other churches
There was a feeling that Trinity is operating out of a place
of strength, and some would like to see Trinity “share the
wealth” and equip other churches—particularly those
seeking to teach and live out Anabaptist values.
Greater ethnic diversity

Greatest Hopes for Trinity in the Next
Five Years
To be a community that is drawing new people to faith
There is particular desire to see impact on (a) young
adults, (b) those without past Mennonite connections, and
(c) those who have never been practicing Christians
before.
Anabaptist Christianity taught in innovative, compelling ways
There was an emphasis on this teaching for adults as well
as the priority of creating a strong foundation of
Anabaptist Christian faith for youth and children.
To be a “hub” from which people are sent out to local and
global mission
To continue to be a place of welcome and openness
For some, this looks like a community where the
marginalized are seen and cared for. For others, the
primary focus was on cultivating the sort of community
where we can disagree with each other without walking
away from relationship.
To find ways to bless the geographic neighborhood right
around the church
Other churches seeing Trinity as a model for health, and
Trinity using its strengths to resource other congregations
Promote faith in and connect with young adults
Greater cultural diversity

